In order to achieve a versatility award an applicant needs to be awarded three honours at the same level. The intention of the award is to show versatility and therefore the three panels must do just this.

An honour for versatility may be awarded on achievement of any combination of honours, however to achieve it in a single medium a minimum of two of the panels must be specialised.

The different mediums available are Mono Digital, Colour Digital, Mono Prints, Colour Prints, Audio Visual, Applied.

At the LPSSA level – the applicant has the option of an LPSSA(Vers) or an APSSA on achieving three LPSSA’s.

At the APSSA and FPSSA levels – an APSSA(Vers) and FPSSA(Vers) may be awarded.

The awards are not automatic - the onus is on the applicant to apply for the award. In order to apply the applicant must submit proof sheets of the three applications to the Honours Committee at jillsneesby@gmail.com in order for the award to be ratified.

Please note that an APSSA which is awarded for achieving three LPSSA’s does not count towards the APSSA(Vers).

FPSSA(Dux)

At the Fellowship level acknowledgement in the form of a (Dux) is given for the achievement of three Fellowships in different mediums. The mediums are divided into 4 categories and in order to be awarded a (Dux), a Fellowship must be achieved in at least 2 of the 4 categories, with no more than 1 from the Applied category - the categories are:

1) Projected Media (Slides [existing honours only], Colour Digital, Monochrome Digital)
2) Prints (Colour Prints, Monochrome Prints)
3) Audio Visual
4) Applied

The award is not automatic - the onus is on the applicant to apply for the award. In order to apply the applicant must submit details of the three applications to the Honours Committee at jillsneesby@gmail.com in order for the award to be ratified.